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Research Trends Editorial Board
Fixing authorship - towards a practical model of contributorship

In this contribution, Mike Taylor and Gudmundur A. Thorisson discuss the problems surrounding authorship in research today, and how these can be resolved in this digital age.

The Language of (Future) scientific communication

This article presents a short study examining the use of languages other than English in scientific communication.

FORCE11 gains momentum

Anita de Waard and Maryann Martone discuss the background and aims of FORCE11, dedicated to advancing scholarly communication and e-scholarship.

International scientific migration analysis generates new insights

In this article Gali Halevi and Dr. Henk F. Moed describe researchers’ migration trends and co-authorship patterns, and some of the similarities and differences between the two.

The Rise of Latin American science

Research Trends presents a bibliometric investigation by Sarah Huggett on the rise of Latin American science.

Reporting Back: Research Mobility and Brain Circulation

Gali Halevi reports on a Research Trends seminar held at George Washington University on research mobility.

Reporting Back: Research Evaluation in Practice

A report, by Gali Halevi, on a seminar held at the National Geographic Society on the practical applications of research evaluation methodologies.
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...about the growth in online education?